Planners’ reference guide no. 2: Renewable energy
and climate change guidance, resources and
supporting information
Introduction
This reference guide is part of a series of low carbon technical support reference guides for
North West local authority planning officers.
It provides information on useful low carbon and renewable energy strategic and technical
guidance, online resources and other reference material to support local authorities make
informed planning decisions.

National planning policy
Planning Policy Statements (PPS) set out the Government’s national policies for different
aspects of land use planning in England. The policies	
  set	
  out	
  in	
  each	
  PPS	
  will	
  need	
  to	
  be	
  taken	
  
into	
  account	
  by	
  local	
  planning	
  authorities	
  in	
  the	
  preparation	
  of	
  local	
  development	
  documents	
  
and	
  they	
  may	
  also	
  be	
  material	
  to	
  decisions	
  on	
  individual	
  planning	
  applications.	
  	
  
Applicable	
  PPS	
  include:	
  
PPS 1: Delivering Sustainable Development
Published in 2005
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/planningpolicystatement1
Planning Policy Statement: Planning and Climate Change - Supplement to PPS1
Published in 2007
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/ppsclimatechange
PPS 22: Renewable Energy
Published in 2004.
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/147444.pdf
Planning for Renewable Energy: A Companion Guide to PPS22
Published in 2004
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/planningrenewable
PPS25: Development and Flood Risk
Published in 2010
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/pps25floodrisk

Recent government energy policy
The Renewable Energy Review 2011
Published by the UK Government, 2011
In May 2010, the Government asked the Committee on Climate Change to review the
potential for renewable energy development, and to advise on whether existing targets
should be reviewed.
They were asked to provide advice in two steps:
i.
initial advice on whether the targets for 2020 should be raised
ii.
subsequent more detailed advice on appropriate ambition beyond 2020.
In September 2010 the Committee delivered initial advice in a letter to the Secretary of
State. The advice recommended that the 2020 target should not be increased but that policy
should focus on ensuring that this stretching target is met. This report sets out the
Committee’s conclusions on the potential for renewable energy – in electricity, heat and
transport – in the period to 2030 and beyond.
http://hmccc.s3.amazonaws.com/Renewables%20Review/The%20renewable%20energy%2
0review_Printout.pdf
Microgeneration Strategy and Action Plan 2011
Published by DECC in June 2011
DECC published the Microgeneration Strategy along with the Microgeneration Industry
Contact Group Action Plan on 22 June 2011. The Strategy focuses on non-financial barriers
to microgeneration which must be tackled to maximise the effectiveness of the financial
incentives that have been put in place. It is the product on a very successful collaborative
consultation process with industry and key stakeholders. In line with the terms of the Green
Energy Act 2009, the Strategy is restricted to England only, although some proposals may
apply across Great Britain.
http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/meeting_energy/microgen/strategy/strategy.aspx

Planning toolkits and strategic guidance
National
RTPI Climate Change Compendium
Online resource maintained and regularly updated by the RTPI
The compendium lists key web sites, guidance, research and case studies on climate
change. It includes: RTPI climate change links, climate change projections, adaptation,
mitigation, flooding and drainage, health, housing, low carbon development and sustainable
construction, promoting behavioural change, public realm and natural environment,
renewable energy, transport and sustainable waste management.
http://www.rtpi.org.uk/item/2993&ap=1
Planning Advisory Service - Climate Change Support
Online resource on the main PAS website
Under the 'Support' section of the PAS website, is a dedicated area for climate change which
provides practice guidance that supports PPS1. It also includes the learning reports from the
climate change roundtable events held in late 2009, relevant case studies and links to other
useful resources on climate change mitigation and adaptation for planners.
http://www.pas.gov.uk/pas/core/page.do?pageId=108847

Planning and Climate Change Practice Guide
Online resource produced by PAS and Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) in 2008
This practice guide supports the implementation of the Planning Policy Statement: Planning
and Climate Change Supplement to PPS1, the (“Climate Change PPS”). This practice guide
is designed to be read and used alongside the Climate Change PPS. It does not set or
interpret policy but focuses on the ‘how to’, offering advice, ideas, examples of practice and
signposts to further sources of information. It will be useful for regional planning bodies,
planning authorities, developers, and community groups.
http://skills.homesandcommunities.co.uk/planning-and-climate-change
Planning Renewables Website
Online resource commissioned by DECC and DCLG (static website - funding ended in 2010
and it is no longer maintained)
Planning Renewables is an information website specifically developed for local authority
planners and councillors dealing with planning applications for renewable energy
developments. Funded through DECC and the DCLG.
www.planningrenewables.org.uk
EST England Planners Support Pack
Series of publications which can be downloaded from the EST website (published between
2007 and 2009)
The EST works with planning authorities across the UK. Based on the EST’s experience of
working with planning professionals, they have developed a set of recommended good
practice planning policies to be included in core strategies and other development plan
documents (DPDs).
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/business/Business/Local-Authorities/Planning-and-newbuild/England-planners-support-pack
Energy Saving Trust recommendations for planning policies
EST 2007 policy recommendations
The EST works with local authorities across the UK to help develop planning policies that
minimise emissions of CO2. Energy use in buildings accounts for approximately 50% of CO2
emissions in the UK, with a further 28% of emissions coming from transport. Planning has a
key in both of these areas and is therefore crucial to meeting national and local climate
change targets. The EST recommendations build on planning policy guidance and current
good practice, to inform planning policies to be set out in Development Plan Documents
(DPDs)
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/business/Global-Data/Publications/Energy-SavingTrust-Recommendations-for-Planners
Planning for Climate Change: guidance and model policies for local authorities
Published by Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) in November 2010
The Government has signalled a radical shift of responsibility to local authority and
community levels. This guide is designed primarily for local authorities and new Local
Enterprise Partnerships who want both to tackle climate change and to reap the benefits that
renewable energy and effective adaptation can bring. The guidance has been developed
through cross-sector dialogue, using the wide-ranging expertise of the Planning and Climate
Change Coalition partners.
http://www.tcpa.org.uk/pages/planning-for-climate-change-guide.html

Low Emissions Strategies
Online resource produced by the Low Emission Strategies (LES) Partnership (based around
a group of local authorities working together to reduce transport emissions of air pollutants
and greenhouse gases)
Development and regeneration have potential to generate traffic and congestion leading to
air pollution and increased emissions of carbon dioxide. Local Emissions Strategies (LES)
Partnership help to tackle both problems; it provides an essential model to ensure that new
developments are designed with the lowest environmental impact possible. The LES
partnership supports the wider adoption of LES by planning authorities and encourages the
use of well established and innovative measures.
www.lowemissionstrategies.org

Regional
Northwest Sustainability Checklist for Developments
Online resource commissioned by the North West Regional Assembly (NWRA) & North
West Regional Development Agency (NWDA) in 2008
The Checklist has been devised specifically to guide the design of new or regeneration
developments by making sense of current policy, the Checklist highlights best practice,
complementing Ecohomes and the Code for Sustainable Homes.
The Checklist covers regionally specific sustainability and planning issues, emphasising
those of higher priority. It can also be adapted to reflect locally significant concerns.
The tool identifies a range of sustainability issues covered in the North West Regional
Spatial Strategy enabling users to assess to what extent a design proposal will deliver on
each issue.
http://northwest.sustainabilitychecklist.co.uk
Sustainable Buildings Northwest
Online resource commissioned by the NWDA
Sustainable Buildings Northwest (SBNW) is the new regional website which raises
awareness and provides knowledge to help you deliver sustainable buildings in the region.
You can use the site to find out about SBNW ten policy areas, associated factsheets and
case studies showing best practice. The site is an essential portal which signposts
to organisations providing specialist support, key tools and publications
http://www.sbnw.co.uk/
Green Infrastructure to combat Climate Change
Online resource produced by the Community Forest North West
Part of the NW Climate Change Action Plan, this website provide resources and information
to help organisations, professionals and communities across Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater
Manchester, Lancashire and Merseyside to plan, design and manage their green
infrastructure in order to combat climate change including:
• Action guidance
• Evidence base & reports
• Mapping tools
• Community training resources
• Toolkit for developers
http://www.greeninfrastructurenw.co.uk/climatechange/	
  

Adapting to the impact of climate change on buildings, neighbourhoods and cities: A
Briefing Guide for the North West
Published by Centre for Construction Innovation Northwest (CCI NW) in March 2010
This Briefing Guide has been prepared for the Northwest Climate Change Adaptation Group.
The Guide is aimed at those decision-makers whose actions directly affect the design,
construction, maintenance and regeneration of the built environment – developers, clients,
planners, designers and constructors.
The Guide has a simple purpose. It seeks to summarise what are currently seen as the key
impacts on the built environment of climate change in the UK and then to signal what can be
done to adapt to them.
http://www.climatechangenorthwest.co.uk/assets/_files/documents/jun_10/cli__1276873159
_Adaptation_Built_Env.pdf

Other useful resources
London Renewables Toolkit
Published by London Energy Partnership in 2004
This Toolkit aims to support planners, developers, consultants and other interested parties
with planning policies in London which require renewable energy in new developments or
major refurbishments.
http://legacy.london.gov.uk/mayor/environment/energy/docs/renewables_toolkit.pdf
Southwest Climate Change Toolkit for Planners
Online resource produced for SW improvement and Efficiency Partnership by supported by
Regen SW and SW Councils in 2010
This online toolkit which provides advice and guidance on sustainable energy and climate
change adaptation based on the guidance given in the Climate Change PPS.
http://www.swplanners-toolkit.co.uk/
Yorkshire and Humber Renewable Energy Toolkit
Online resource produced for local government Yorkshire & Humber (regional partnership of
local authorities) in 2010
An online guide for local authority planners in Yorkshire and Humber region; the website has
3 main areas: general overview, policy and development management.
http://www.renewable-energy-toolkit.org.uk/
Welsh Assembly Government: Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy - A
Toolkit for Planners
Published by Welsh Assembly Government in 2010
This toolkit has been produced by the Welsh Assembly Government for local planning
authorities in Wales. Whilst the planning policy referenced in the toolkit relates to the Welsh
planning system, the technical information and strategic recommendations are applicable UK
wide and it provides up-to-date, comprehensive and well structure guidance on low carbon
planning.
http://wales.gov.uk/docs/desh/publications/100716toolkitlowresen.pdf

Herefordshire Building Futures Website
Online resource published by Hertfordshire County Council, 2011
Building Futures is an evolving web-based guide, designed to provide practical, user-friendly
and up to date guidance on how to make development in Hertfordshire more sustainable and
of a higher quality in design terms.
http://www.hertslink.org/buildingfutures
PlanLoCal (Planning for Low Carbon Living) Project
Online resource produced by Centre for Sustainable Energy (project running until 2012)
PlanLoCaL (‘Planning for Low Carbon Living') is a three-year programme devised by CSE
and funded by the Empowerment Fund – an initiative of the Department for Communities
and Local Government that encourages greater public engagement with the planning
process. At the heart of this large project is the recognition that, for communities to identify,
plan for, and implement the best low-carbon solutions for their local area, they need various
strands of support. It also recognises that there needs to be a sense of ‘joint agency’ on
tackling climate change: between and within communities, and between communities, local
government and society more widely. Understanding that there is no ‘opt-out clause’ when it
comes to tackling climate change is a key aim of the programme.
http://www.cse.org.uk/projects/view/1145

Energy efficiency and low carbon development standards
Part L: Conservation of Fuel and Power
Online resources provided by DCLG
This website covers the technical guidance contained in Part L (Approved Document L) of
schedule 1 of the Building Regulations, and the requirements with respect to conservation of
fuel and power.
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partl/
Code for Sustainable Homes
Online resources provided by DCLG
The Code is the national standard for the sustainable design and construction of new
homes. It aims to reduce carbon emissions and create homes that are more sustainable.
This website contains technical guidance, case studies of actual homes and details of the
consultation on zero carbon homes.
http://www.communities.gov.uk/planningandbuilding/sustainability/codesustainablehomes/
Code for Sustainable Homes and Energy Performance of Buildings: Cumulative and
Quarterly Data up to March 2011
Statistics published by Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG) in 2011
The latest official statistics on the Code for Sustainable Homes and Average Energy
Efficiency (SAP ratings) were released on 20 May 2011. Statistics in this release relating to
the Code for Sustainable Homes show the number of dwellings that have been certified to
the standards set out in the Code Technical Guide.
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/corporate/statistics/codesustainablesapq12011

Code for Sustainable Homes: A Cost Review
Published by DCLG 2010
This report presents the findings of research in 2009 to update and enhance existing cost
data for achieving different performance levels under the Code for Sustainable Homes (the
Code).The report updates Cost Analysis of The Code for Sustainable Homes: Final Report,
published July 2008, which reported on Code cost data research undertaken in 2007
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/codecostreview
BREEAM
Online resource published by the Buildings Research Establishment (BRE)
BREEAM sets the standard for best practice in sustainable building design, construction and
operation and is a widely-recognised measure of a building's environmental performance.
http://www.breeam.org/
Carbon Trust Energy Benchmarking Guides
Online and published resources from the Carbon Trust
The guidance provides benchmarking data for energy and carbon performance of existing
buildings in various sectors and includes online calculation tools
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/cut-carbon-reduce-costs/calculate/energy-meteringmonitoring/pages/industry-benchmarks.aspx
Energy Benchmarks
Published by CIBSE (to purchase), 2008
This publication offers a comprehensive outline of building energy benchmarks; what they
are, how they were developed and how to use them. As well as the benchmarks themselves,
it provides details of separable energy uses and includes weather and occupancy
adjustments, and a comparison of Display Energy Certificate (DEC) ratings.
www.cibse.org/index.cfm?go=publications.view&item=404

Energy efficiency and low carbon development in historic buildings
HELM Climate Change Website
Online resource set up by English Heritage
HELM (Historic Environment Local Management), set up by English Heritage, provides
accessible information, training and guidance to decision makers in local authorities, regional
agencies and national organisations whose actions affect the historic environment.
This section of the HELM website provides links to advice on climate change and the historic
environment and on the implications of adaptive responses and mitigation, including policies
on renewable and low carbon energy.
A range of English Heritage guidance notes specific to low carbon development and climate
change adaption in the historic environment can be accessed from this webpage.
http://www.helm.org.uk/server/show/nav.19689

Energy Efficiency and Historic Buildings: Application of Part L to historic and
traditionally constructed buildings
Published by English Heritage, November 2010
The guidance has been produced to help prevent conflicts between energy efficiency
requirements in Part L of the Building Regulations and the conservation of historic and
traditionally constructed buildings. Much of the advice will also be relevant where thermal
upgrading is planned without the specific need to comply with these regulations.
This advice also acts as ‘second tier’ supporting guidance in the interpretation of the Building
Regulations (referred to in paragraph 3.10 of the Approved Documents) that should be taken
into account when determining appropriate energy performance standards for works to
historic buildings.
This guidance supersedes English Heritage’s previous publication Building Regulations and
Historic Buildings an interim guidance note on the application of part L which was prepared
in support of the 2002 Regulations (revised in 2004).
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/content/publications/docs/part_L_guidance.pdf
English Heritage Climate Change and Your Home website
Online resource produced by English Heritage
The ‘Climate Change and Your Home’ website is designed to help members of the public
understand more about the potential impacts of climate change and ways to save energy in
an older residential property.
http://www.climatechangeandyourhome.org.uk/live/

Technical guidance and reports
Environment Agency Report: Opportunity and Environmental Sensitivity Mapping for
Hydropower
Published by EA, 2010
The Environment Agency has identified and mapped areas of opportunity for hydropower in
England and Wales and assessed the basic environmental sensitivity associated with
exploiting them. It is the first phase of a wider programme of work that aims to make
information available to developers and stakeholders, and to develop a more strategic
approach to the sustainable deployment of hydropower in England and Wales
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/shell/hydropowerswf.html
Natural England Guidance: Making space for renewable energy: assessing on-shore
wind energy development (NE254)
Published by Natural England, 2010
This document aims to assist Natural England staff to deliver a consistent and clear
approach to the discharge of their statutory responsibilities in relation to the deployment of
on-shore wind energy development. The approach is a systematic and transparent way of
assessing the key factors that influence the degree to which the natural environment can
accommodate wind energy development. This approach can be used to identify, at both a
strategic level and for individual proposals, where and how on-shore wind energy might be
successfully accommodated within the natural environment.
http://naturalengland.etraderstores.com/NaturalEnglandShop/NE254

Natural England Guidance: Assessing ornithological impacts associated with wind
farm developments: surveying recommendations (TIN008)
Published by Natural England, 2007
This information note has been written to provide guidance to developers, Competent
Authorities and others in assessing wind farm developments that may affect the Humber
Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar site, Thorne and Hatfield Moors SPA,
Lower Derwent Valley SPA and Ramsar site and Hornsea Mere SPA. It provides technical
advice regarding the necessary procedures under the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.)
Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).
http://naturalengland.etraderstores.com/NaturalEnglandShop/TIN008
Natural England Guidance: Assessing the effects of onshore wind farms on birds
(TIN069)
Published by Natural England, 2010
This guidance identifies when and where detailed assessment of potential impacts on birds
resulting from wind farm developments are likely to be required. It describes the data
requirements and survey methodologies needed for such assessments, and explores
particular issues such as the utility and limitations of remote technologies and collision risk
models. Although all relevant issues are considered it is not possible to present an in-depth
review of each method in this summary document and further reading and references are
suggested within this information note.
http://naturalengland.etraderstores.com/NaturalEnglandShop/TIN069
Natural England Guidance: Bats and onshore wind turbines (interim guidance)
(TIN051)
Published by Natural England, 2009
This note has been written to help planners and wind turbine operators consider the potential
adverse impacts to bats when assessing proposals for wind turbine development. It applies
to bats and their activity in the wider countryside and does not specifically address turbines
proposed near protected sites, particularly those designated due to important bat
populations. Such situations will require more extensive work in order to assess impacts on
those populations. This note will be updated as more evidence becomes available,
particularly the findings from research currently being under taken, with support from the
British Wind Energy Association.
http://naturalengland.etraderstores.com/NaturalEnglandShop/TIN051
Natural England Guidance: Bats and single large wind turbines: Joint agencies
interim guidance (TIN059)
Published by Natural England, 2009
The aim of this note is to provide a consistent approach to dealing with applications for
single large wind turbines, ie greater than 250 kW, that takes into account the current lack of
knowledge of the scale of any impacts of wind turbines on bat populations, whilst providing a
proportionate and precautionary response. It has been written to help wind turbine
developers, planners, statutory nature conservation agency staff and wind turbine operators
consider the potential adverse impacts on bats when drawing up or assessing proposals for
single wind turbine developments. It will be updated as more evidence becomes available.
http://naturalengland.etraderstores.com/NaturalEnglandShop/TIN059

DECC Wind Turbine Shadow Flicker Evidence Base
Published by DECC, 2011
In November 2010, DECC commissioned consultants Parsons Brinckerhoff to produce a
report to update the government’s evidence base on shadow flicker - the flickering effect
caused when rotating wind turbine blades periodically cast shadows over neighbouring
properties as they turn, through constrained openings such as windows. This report,
published in March 2011 presentations the findings of the study
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48052/1416update-uk-shadow-flicker-evidence-base.pdf
Common Concerns about wind power
Published by Centre for Sustainable Energy, 2011
A research paper commissioned by CSE drawing on peer-reviewed articles and
government-funded analysis to address some of the concerns that are expressed in relation
to wind power. CSE commissioned this research with the aim of explaining some of the
concerns that typically arise in relation to wind power and other aspects of energy
generation.
http://www.cse.org.uk/downloads/file/common_concerns_about_wind_power.pdf
Planning for solar parks in the south west of England
Published by Regen SW, 2010
This note has been prepared by Regen SW, in conjunction with planning and development
professionals, to support developers and decision makers in their consideration of planning
issues raised by solar park development. While the guidance has been prepared with a
South West focus, the planning considerations are common to commercial solar park
proposals across the UK and the guidance note is a useful point of reference for anyone who
wants to get a better understanding of the issues surrounding commercial solar
development.
http://regensw.s3.amazonaws.com/solar_parks_event_note_november_2010_cb7bd1d6259
65fdf.pdf
Potential and Costs of District Heating Networks
Published by DECC, 2009
Commissioned by DECC Pöyry Energy Consulting / Faber Maunsell (AECOM) report on
district heating was launched at the Local Authority Community Heating Summit.
District heating is a system where the heat for an area is produced centrally, and hot water
or steam is transported to the buildings through a network of pipes. It is a potentially
important option available to communities and developments seeking to lower fuel bills and
reduce carbon emissions, given the economies of scale and opportunities to use a variety of
low-carbon and renewable sources to generate the heat.
The report provides an assessment of the potential costs and benefits of district heating,
calculating the potential in the UK and assessing the economic and non-economic barriers to
further investment and deployment. The report will feed into the evidence base for the DECC
Heat and Energy Saving Strategy which seeks to understand the range of factors affecting
deployment of district heating.	
  
http://www.ukgbc.org/site/resources/show-resource-details?id=546

Community Energy: Planning, Development and Delivery
Published by TCPA, 2010
This Guidance has been produced by TCPA, CHPA and LDA Design to help planners and
project developers to:
•

understand and create or influence energy maps and information for use in
masterplans or development plans;

•

recognise where there are opportunities for decentralised energy;

•

gain an understanding of energy use in buildings and developments;

•

translate energy opportunities into financially viable and deliverable low-carbon
projects;

•

understand the stages of developing an energy project and who is involved in each

http://www.tcpa.org.uk/data/files/comm_energy_plandevdel.pdf
Northwest Biomass Guidance
Published by 4NW, 2008
North West specific biomass guidance notes. There are 3 separate guidance notes aimed at
householders, developers and local planners. Any organisation or individual is free to host
them on their own website, extract and use parts of the text, or print and distribute copies.
http://www.4nw.org.uk/whatwedo/?page_id=675

Renewable energy resource tools
DECC windspeed database
Online resource published by DECC
This wind speed database gives estimates of the annual mean wind speed throughout the
UK, often referred to as the ETSU NOABL dataset. To use this website you need a six digit
grid reference of your location (the website explains how to convert an eight digit grid
reference and postcodes into the required six digit reference).
http://tools.decc.gov.uk/en/windspeed/default.aspx
Carbon Trust Wind Yield Estimator
Online resource published by the Carbon Trust
This tool is intended to help users estimate long-term annual mean wind speeds, energy
yields of small wind turbines (below 50kW installed capacity) and carbon savings.
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/_layouts/ctassets/aspx/windpowerestimator/windpowerestimato
rterms.aspx
Carbon Trust Technology Directory
Online resource published by the Carbon Trust
The technology directory includes an introduction to low carbon technologies and signposts
to extra sources of information on each technology that are available across the Carbon
Trust website.
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/emerging-technologies/technology-directory/pages/default.aspx

Microgeneration calculators
Online resource, Entrust Ltd (currently free to access)
Based on its theoretical and practical experience in low carbon and renewable energy
technology, Encraft has built up a range of calculators to predict the energy and cost saving
potential of microgeneration technologies. These use industry standard techniques, including
SAP 2009 for Solar PV and Solar Thermal systems. All Encraft calculators are free to use,
but users will need to register with the site to access the full set of data.
http://www.encraft.co.uk/ws/P/Calculators/HomePage.php
Photovoltaic Geographic Information Systems (PVGIS)
Online resource maintained by JRC European Commission
The website provides geographical assessment of solar resource and performance of
photovoltaic technology. The website can be used to calculate the predicated energy output
for a solar PV installation in any location in Europe.
http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/index.htm
LGID Compare Renewables online resource
The LGID Compare Renewables online resource provides an overview of eight sustainable
energy technologies to help you assess whether they are appropriate for your local authority
area. It includes technical overviews, project development and finance information for a
range of renewable energy technologies.
http://www.idea.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=23051802
EST small wind turbine field trial report
EST Report published 2009
This field trial of domestic wind turbines is the most comprehensive technical monitoring
exercise of domestic small-scale wind turbines undertaken to date in the UK. The trial was
launched in January 2007 to monitor the in-situ performance of 57 turbines installed at UK
homes for a period of at least 12 months.
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/Generate-your-own-energy/Energy-Saving-Trust-field-trial-ofdomestic-wind-turbines
EST heat pump field trial report
EST Report published 2010
The heat pump field trial monitored domestic heat pump installations and customer feedback
in the UK. The trial was launched in July 2008 and measured the operational performance of
83 heat pumps installed in UK homes for a period of at least 12 months.
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/Generate-your-own-energy/Heat-pump-field-trial

Carbon assessment tools
Building Regulations Approved Document L2A Conversion of Fuel and Power (2010
Edition)
Published by HM Government, 2010
The Building Regs Approved Document L2A lists carbon conversion factors which will be
consistent with any energy calculations carried out through the standard assessment
procedure (SAP) or simplified building energy model (SBEM).
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/br/BR_PDF_ADL2A_2010.pdf

CIBSE Carbon Calculator Spreadsheet
Produced by Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE)
The Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Carbon Calculator allows
you to calculate your individual carbon footprint, the result can help you identify areas where
action to reduce your footprint would be most effective. Please note the CIBSE calculator
measures carbon dioxide and not carbon.
http://www.cibse.org/index.cfm?go=page.view&item=1691
2012 Guidelines to Defra / DECC’s GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting:
Methodology Paper for Emission Factors
Published by Defra, 2012
The 2012 Guidelines to Defra /DECC‘s Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Conversion Factors for
Company Reporting represent the current official set of government emissions factors.
These factors are also used in a number of different policies, such as the Act on CO2
Calculator. This paper outlines the methodology used to update and expand the emission
factors for the 2012 GHG Conversion Factors.
http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/2012/07/06/ghg-2012-conversion-factors-reporting/
Carbon Trust – energy and carbon conversion factors
Published by Carbon Trust, 2009
The carbon conversion factors are used to calculate the amount of CO2 emissions resulting
from burning fuel for electricity, heating or transport. The Carbon Trust have published
carbon conversion factors
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/pages/publicationdetail.aspx?id=CTL085

Networks and forums
IDeA: Local Government Improvement and Development
Online resource maintained by the Local Government Improvement and Development is part
of the Local Government Group funded through DCLG
IDeA supports improvement and innovation in local government through networks, online
resources, and support from councillor and officer peers. The IDeA website promotes
networking through 'communities of practice' online discussion forums. Each CoP focuses
on a particular topic and members receive updates on the latest postings and access to the
online forum where members can post questions, discuss issues and share best practice
and information.
http://www.idea.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=1
IDeA Communities of Practice registration
Online network maintained by the Local Government Improvement and Development is part
of the Local Government Group funded through DCLG
You can register for any number of Communities of Practice, but the following are
recommended; The 'Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change Community'; and the
"Planning Advisory Service (main public area) Community"
www.communities.idea.gov.uk/reg/register.do

RTPI Environmental Planning and Protection (EPP) Network - Energy Generation
Group
Online network for RTPI Members
The key aims of this group are to share information, experience and good practice on energy
generation within the planning community. Membership of the EPP Network is currently free
of charge and offers a great range of benefits and opportunities. To become a member, you
will first need to register with the RTPI website. Once registered, you can join the Network by
clicking on the ‘JOIN HERE!’ link to the left of the Network's homepage. Requesting access
then sends a message to the Network Manager who will respond to you by email. All new
members joining the EEP Network will be invited to join one or more of the Network's
Interest Groups, once registration is complete, you can join the ‘Energy Generation Interest
Group’.
http://www.idea.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=1
This reference guide forms part of the CLASP technical support and training programme for
North West local planning authorities, delivered by Envirolink, Quantum Strategy &
Technology and AECOM (2011).

